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WE, the Mulsims want the world to know that we Thank the Libyan People, (in Africa), and their government, for the great surprise in loaning us nearly $3,000,000.00 in cash!

WE are so happy that we can hardly express our joy over our Black Brothers making us this loan!

LIBYA is a small country in Africa but still Libya is very rich. The value of her money (dinar) far exceeds the value of the American dollar.

THE LIBYAN People remember that we Black People in America are their brothers, as you may remember the cartoon drawn on the head of our MUHAMMAD SPEAKS NEWSPAPER, representing the tie of love between the Black Man of the Western Hemisphere, to the Black Man
around the earth, which takes in Africa, number one, and reaches around Asia and the Isles of the Pacific, and back to America!

THEY KNOW who we are. They know that we are the Lost-Found Black Brothers and Black Sisters who were kidnapped by the devil of England, John Hawkins. They remember the rape of Africa for Black slaves.

AND today, if Allah (God) Who Found us, Does Not Unite us in help, throughout the rich world of our Black Brothers, we will have a little harder time than we would desire to have, in getting united and doing something, for Black Self, in America.

IT takes millions and billions of dollars to get us set up here in America to do something for Black self. One or two million dollars in hand, is no more than one or two dollars - it takes hundreds of millions and billions of dollars to set up a government for our Black self.

OUR Black Libyan Brothers know what it is to carry on a government among Black self. In the act of giving us a little help of a few million dollars, this is a great help to us! It is like a man stranded with his car on the bottom of a hill due to the lack of gas.

THE man can put just a little amount of gas in the car and it can get him started up the hill, where perhaps the man may get another lift, and more gas, to keep his car pulling up the hill.

SO, I am grateful to Allah and to my Black brethren to Libya, Africa, for giving me and to my followers such a great lift, in our struggle to reach the top of the hill of civilization.

AND EVERY follower of mine is so happy this morning, until I do not know whether our Black Brothers would recognize us, with the glow of gladness and happiness that this nearly $3,000,000.00 has made us have.

THE white people of America should give us a start with a few million dollars for us to go for Black self. We are their Black once-slave, but as the world knows, white America makes every effort to keep the children of the once-servitude Black slave-parents of ours, a continual slave to them.

THE white people of America are so wicked against helping the Black once-slave that if they hear that a foreigner wants to help us, the white American goes and tries to prevent foreigners from helping us!

THIS SHOWS how hateful and evil the children of the white race are in their evil desire to keep us a free slave and to prevent any foreign help to come to us.

THE white man likes to see us suffering for his help and he portions his help our to us, such as a little food to eat, and a half-rotten and torn-down house to live in!

SO SINCE Allah (God) has Come and Found us, which agrees with many prophecies and symbols of prophecy that the Black Man was bruised and mangled and made into something altogether different from his Black Brothers that even the color of the Lost-Found has been changed through the constant mixture of the blood of the enemy, until he is hardly recognized as a true Black Brother of Africa.

THIS is the fulfillment of the prophecy of 'Joseph's coat' which had become bloody to make his father, Jacob, think that Joseph was slain by beasts - Joseph was slain by human beasts, and the blood of the human beast is in our skin!
SO, we have fulfilled so many prophecies of the Bible that it is very easy, today, to agree with the Bible teachings of us being symbolized by this and that.

THE BEAST is the white race who got hold of us and changed our native appearance and our native language. So we thank and Pray to Allah, as many prayers per day as we can make, and will make, in Thanks to Him for Coming to us here, in the Person of MASTER FARD MUHAMMAD, Who Suffered all kinds of things and Who Suffered all kinds of rough and rugged condition, poured on Him by the white man.

THE white man took MASTER FARD MUHAMMAD, to Whom Praises are due forever, and he locked Him up in jail. The white man drove Him out of Detroit, Michigan in May, 1933, after the devil learned that the MASTER was teaching us the knowledge of our own.

BUT, yet our Saviour and Deliverer, Bowed out of Detroit, Michigan and came to Chicago, Illinois, where He was ordered out of Chicago, Illinois, and He Bowed out of Chicago, Illinois.

BUT, YET, as the Bible says, He Came under the cover of darkness (spiritual) while men slept. While the evil man was asleep (in spiritual understanding), He Taught me night and day for three and a half (3-1/2) years. This was to fulfill the scripture and prophecy.

I AM happy today, for His Search for us, and the Finding of us for this is the first time, since we were kidnapped and brought out of Africa, that we are now joining hand in hand with our Black Brothers, by the Libyan Government now offering us aid, to try being restored again to our Own.

THANK YOU, Black Brothers of Libya, Africa. I and my Black people in the Western Hemisphere will never forget you if our population spreads to the East.

THANK YOU, and extend our Thanks and best love to each and every one of our Black Brothers in Africa.

YOUR BROTHER,
and MESSENGER OF ALLAH
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